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Abstract
This paper deals with decision problems related to the star problem in trace monoids which
means to determine whether the iteration of a recognizable trace language is recognizable. Due
to a theorem by Richomme (in: I. Privara et al. (Eds.), MFCS’94 Proc., Lecture Notes in
Computer Science, vol. 841, Springer, Berlin, 1994, pp. 577–586), we know that the star problem
is decidable in trace monoids which do not contain a submonoid of the form {a; c}∗ × {b; d}∗.
[cf. Theory Comput. Systems 34(3) (2001) 193–227].
Here, we consider a more general problem: Is it decidable whether for some recognizable
trace language R and some recognizable or @nite trace language P the intersection R ∩ P∗ is
recognizable? If P is recognizable, then we show that this problem is decidable iB the underlying
trace monoid does not contain a submonoid of the form {a; c}∗ × b∗. In the case of @nite
languages P, this problem is decidable in {a; c}∗ × b∗ but undecidable in {a; c}∗ × {b; d}∗.
c© 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Free partially commutative monoids, also called trace monoids, were introduced by
Cartier and Foata in 1969 [4]. In 1977, Mazurkiewicz proposed trace monoids as a
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potential model for concurrent processes [23], which marks the beginning of a system-
atic study of trace monoids by mathematicians and theoretical computer scientists, see
e.g., [6,7].
One main stream in trace theory is the study of recognizable trace languages, which
can be considered as an extension of the well-studied concept of regular languages in
free monoids. A major step in this research is OchmaNnski’s Ph.D. thesis from 1984 [29].
Some of the results concerning regular languages in free monoids can be generalized
to recognizable languages in trace monoids. However, there is one major diBerence:
The iteration of a recognizable trace language does not necessarily yield a recognizable
language. Hence, there are rational trace languages which are not recognizable. On the
other hand, every recognizable trace language is rational because trace monoids are
@nitely generated [24,2].
1.1. Some decision problems
By the non-closureship of recognizable languages under iteration and the diver-
gence between rational and recognizable trace languages, some decision problems
arise.
Star Problem (STAR). Can we decide whether the iteration of a recognizable language
yields a recognizable language?
Generalized Star Problem (GSTAR). Can we decide whether for two recognizable lan-
guages R, P the intersection R∩P∗ yields a recognizable language?
Recognizability Problem (REC). Can we decide whether the language of a rational
expression is a recognizable language?
One also considers the star problem for @nite languages, and the generalized star
problem for recognizable languages R and @nite languages P. These restrictions are
abbreviated by STARF and GSTARF, respectively. STAR and STARF are restrictions
of GSTAR and GSTARF, resp., because R can be the complete trace monoid. Further,
STAR is a restriction of REC.
For the decidability of these @ve problems, the presence of absence of submonoids
P3= {a; c}∗×{b}∗ and C4= {a; c}∗×{b; d}∗ is crucial. We consider four classes
of trace monoids: trace monoids without P3-submonoid, the trace monoid P3, trace
monoids with P3—but without C4-submonoid, and the trace monoid C4.
The known results are shown in the following table:
No P3 P3 P3, No C4 C4
REC + [34] − [34] − −
GSTAR + [33,34] − Theorem 1.3(1) − − [19]
GSTARF + [33,34] + Corollary 1.6 ? − Theorem 1.3(2)
STAR + [33,34] + [11] + [31,22] ?
STARF + [33,34] + [11] + [31,22] ?
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The signs “+” and “−” abbreviate “decidable” and “undecidable”, respectively. Unde-
cidability generalizes “from the left to the right”, and thus, some entries do not contain
a reference. Clearly, the undecidability results for C4 generalize to all trace monoids
with C4-submonoid.
The recognizability problem is well understood.
Theorem 1.1. Let M(; I) be a trace monoid. The following three assertions are
equivalent:
(1) M(; I) does not contain an P3-submonoid.
(2) The rational languages of M(; I) form an (e;ective) Boolean algebra.
(3) We can decide whether the language of a rational expression yields a recognizable
language.
The equivalence of (1) and (2) is proved in [3,1,33], (3) is added in [34].
Let M(; I) be a trace monoid without P3-submonoid. For two recognizable lan-
guages R;P⊆M(; I), we can use Theorem 1.1 to construct a rational expression for
R∩P∗, and decide whether R∩P∗ is recognizable. Thus, GSTAR is a restriction of
REC if the underlying trace monoid does not contain a P3-submonoid, i.e., GSTAR is
decidable in trace monoids without a P3-submonoid.
During the recent 19 years, many papers have dealt with the star problem (STAR).
However, only partial results have been achieved. We give a brief survey about its
history, see [22,20] for more information. In the free monoid STAR is trivial due to
Kleene, and it is decidable in free commutative monoids due to Ginsburg and Spanier
[14,15]. In 1984, OchmaNnski examined recognizable trace languages in his Ph.D. thesis
[29] and stated the star problem. During the 1980s, OchmaNnski [29], Clerbout and
Latteux [5], and MNetivier [25] independently proved that the iteration of a connected
recognizable trace language yields a recognizable trace language. In 1992, Sakarovitch
found the solution of the recognizability problem shown in Theorem 1.1. The attempt
to extend Sakarovitch’s characterization to the star problem failed, just in the same
year, Gastin et al. showed the decidability of the STAR in P3 [11].
During the subsequent years, MNetivier and Richomme developed these ideas. They
showed the decidability of the STARF for trace languages containing at most four traces
as well as for @nite trace languages containing at most two connected traces [26,27].
In 1994, Richomme proved the decidability of the star problem in any trace monoid
without a C4-submonoid. In 2001, Kirsten and Richomme showed the equivalence
between the star problem and the so-called @nite power problem, which means to
determine whether some recognizable language L has the @nite power property, i.e.,
whether there is some integer n such that L∗=L0 ∪L1 ∪ · · · ∪Ln.
Recently, Kirsten showed the following theorem [20]:
Theorem 1.2. The star problem is decidable in a trace monoid M i; it is decidable
in the biggest submonoid of the form {a1; b1}∗× · · ·× {an; bn}∗ in M.
The decidability of STARF is known for a few particular cases, e.g., for languages
consisting of at most four traces [26,27].
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The generalized star problem was introduced by Kirsten [19]. In [19], he showed
the undecidability of GSTAR in C4. He observed the decidability of GSTAR in trace
monoids without P3-submonoid, as shown above.
1.2. Main results
In this paper, we show various results concerning GSTAR and GSTARF. Weaker
versions of our theorems were already announced in [21]. Theorem 1.5 occurred in
[18] among other results.
Theorem 1.3. (1) It is undecidable whether for some recognizable language P⊆P3
the intersection ( a{a; c}
∗
b∗ )∩ ({a; c}
∗a
b∗ )∩P∗ is recognizable.
(2) There is some >xed recognizable language R⊆C4 such that it is undecidable
whether for some >nite language P⊆C4 the intersection R∩P∗ is recognizable.
(3) It is undecidable whether for some recognizable language P⊆C4 the intersec-
tion ( a{a; c}
∗
{b; d}∗ )∩P∗ is recognizable.
Note that the intersection in assertion (1) just means to select the traces from P∗
whose @rst component starts and ends with the letter a. We prove assertion (1) in
Part 5.1 by a reduction to an undecidable problem concerning picture languages. As-
sertion (1) and the decidability of GSTAR in trace monoids without a P3-submonoid
give the following characterization:
Corollary 1.4. Let M(; I) be a trace monoid. It is decidable whether for two recog-
nizable languages R;P⊆M(; I) the intersection R∩P∗ is recognizable i; M(; I)
does not contain a P3-submonoid.
In Part 5.2, we show assertions (2) and (3) by a reduction to the PCP for bipre@x
morphisms. We show Assertion (2) for the language
R =
(
{aaacaacccacca; aaacaacccaccc}+aa
{bbbdbbdddbddb; bbbdbbdddbddd}+bb
)
(cf. Remark 5.13 on p. 33.) On the other hand, GSTAR is decidable in P3 as far as P
satis@es some property. Note that NC(P) denotes the set of the non-connected traces
in P. For P⊆P3, we have NC(P)=P∩{a; c}+×{b}+.
Theorem 1.5. It is decidable whether for two recognizable languages R;P⊆P3 the
intersection R∩P∗ is recognizable, provided that P satis>es at least one of the fol-
lowing properties:
(1) There is some integer n such that NC(P)⊆ ({a; c}∗
b1; :::; n
), or
(2) some trace of the form ( b+ ) belongs to P.
We give its proof in Section 4. We will use Hashiguchi’s distance automata in a
crucial way as well as some pumping techniques. For lucidity, we state the following
corollary which is an obvious conclusion from Theorem 1.5:
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Corollary 1.6. It is decidable whether for recognizable languages R;P⊆P3 the in-
tersection R∩P∗ is recognizable, provided that NC(P) is >nite.
Corollary 1.6 implies the decidability of GSTARF in P3.
1.3. Conclusions and open problems
Although Theorem 1.3(3) seems to be close to an answer to the star problem, we
do not know whether it is undecidable in C4. We regard the star problem as the most
important open question in this area. We leave it to the reader to use our results to
obtain a conjecture for the star problem.
Corollary 1.4 gives a characterization of the trace monoids in which GSTAR is
decidable. However, an open question is to characterize the trace monoids in which
GSTARF is decidable. For instance, in the trace monoid {a; c}∗× c∗×d∗=P3×d∗
we can neither apply Theorem 1.3(2) nor Corollary 1.6. The attempt to show some
variants of Theorem 1.5 and Corollary 1.6 for P3×d∗ by adapting the proof ideas for
Theorem 1.5 leads to serious problems, e.g., to some notion of Hashiguchi’s distance
automata over P3.
Another remaining problem is to show some common improvement of Theorem
1.3(2) and Theorem 1.3(3), i.e., to show Theorem 1.3(2) for R=( a{a; c}
∗
{b; d}∗ ) which
means to show Theorem 1.3(3) for @nite languages P.
Finally, we do not know whether one can show Theorem 1.3(1) for the intersection
( a{a; c}
∗
b∗ )∩P∗.
2. Formal de&nitions
In this section, we recall some basic notions from algebra. We give de@nitions and
concepts from free monoids and trace monoids which we need in the rest of the paper.
Finally, we deal with the notion of recognizable sets and related results.
2.1. Preliminaries
By N, we denote the set {0; 1; 2; : : :}. We allow to denote some singleton set by
its element, e.g., we write 5 to denote both the number @ve and the singleton set
consisting of the number @ve.
Let M be some monoid. We denote its identity by M, or shortly by . Usually, we
denote the product in M by juxtaposition but sometimes by · or ·M to avoid confusion.
For every n∈N and m∈M, we de@ne the nth power by m0 = M and mn+1 =mnm.
We extend the product and the nth power to subsets of M as usual. Note that for every
subset L⊆M, we have L0 := {M}. In particular, ∅0 = {M}. For subsets L⊆M, we
de@ne the non-empty iteration L+ as the union L1 ∪L2 ∪L3 ∪ · · · : We denote the
iteration of L by L∗ and de@ne it by L∗ := M ∪L+. For integers i6j, we denote by
Li;:::; j the union Li ∪Li+1 ∪ · · · ∪Lj.
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Let M and M′ be two monoids. We denote their cartesian product by M×M′.
For some subsets L⊆M and L′⊆M′, we denote their cartesian product by L×L′, or
sometimes, by ( LL′ ) to visualize the componentwise concatenation.
Again, let M and M be two monoids. We call a function h : M→M′ a homomor-
phism iB h preserves the product and the identity. We extend the notion of homomor-
phisms to subsets of M as usual. We denote the inverse of some homomorphism h
by h−1.
We call h an isomorphism iB h is both injective and surjective, i.e., iB for every
m∈M′, the set h−1(m) is a singleton. Then, we can regard h−1 as a homomorphism
from M′ to M. We call two monoids M and M′ isomorphic iB there exists an iso-
morphism between them.
2.2. Monoids, languages, and traces
By an alphabet, we mean a @nite set of symbols. We call its elements letters. Let
 be an alphabet. We denote the free monoid over  by ∗. For every word w∈∗,
we call the number of letters of w the length of w, and denote it by |w|. We denote
by alph(w) the set of letters which occur in w.
Cartier and Foata introduced the concept of the free partially commutative monoids
in 1969 [4]. In 1977, Mazurkiewicz considered this concept as a potential model for
concurrent systems [23]. Since then, free partially commutative monoids are examined
by both mathematicians and theoretical computer scientists. For a general overview,
we recommend the surveys [6,7].
We call a binary relation I over some alphabet  an independence relation iB I
is irreSexive and symmetric. For every pair of letters a and b with aIb, we say that
a and b are independent, otherwise a and b are dependent. We call the pair (; I)
an independence alphabet. We call two words w1; w2∈∗ equivalent w.r.t. I iB we
can transform w1 into w2 by @nitely many exchanges of independent adjacent letters
which we denote by w1∼I w2. For instance, if a and c are independent letters, baacbac,
bacabac, and bcaabca are mutually equivalent words.
The relation ∼I is a congruence relation w.r.t. the concatenation. For every word
w∈∗, we denote by [w]I the congruence class of w. We call the factorization of the
free monoid ∗ under ∼I the trace monoid over  and I and denote it by M(; I) . We
call its elements, i.e., the congruence classes [w]I traces, its subsets trace languages
or shortly languages. The function [ ]I is a homomorphism from ∗ to M(; I). As
long as no confusion arises, we omit the index I at [ ]I . We denote by [ ]−1I the inverse
of the homomorphism [ ]I , i.e, for any trace t∈M(; I), [t]−1I denotes the set of all
words in the trace (congruence class w.r.t. ∼I ) t.
If I is the empty relation over , then the trace monoid M(; I) is isomorphic to
the free monoid ∗. If I is the largest irreSexive relation over , i.e., two letters a
and b are independent iB a and b are diBerent, then M(; I) is isomorphic to the free
commutative monoid over .
Because the words in some trace diBer only in the order of their letters, we can
de@ne the length |t| and the alphabet alph(t) of some trace t as the length and the
alphabet of any word in the trace (congruence class) t, respectively.
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Let (; I) be some independence alphabet. Every subset ⊆ induces some inde-
pendence alphabet (; I ∩ (×)) which we denote for short by (; I).
Assume that we can split  into two non-empty, disjoint subsets  and  such
that (×)⊆ I , i.e., we have aIb for any letters a∈ and b∈. Then, we call the
independence alphabet non-connected. The trace monoid M(; I) is isomorphic to the
cartesian product M(; I)×M(; I).
Conversely, let (; I) and (; I) be two independence alphabets such that  and
 are disjoint. The cartesian product M(; I)×M(; I) is isomorphic to the trace
monoid M(; I) where
 =  ∪  and I = I ∪ I ∪ ( × ) ∪ (× ):
Hence, we can regard the cartesian product of two (disjoint) trace monoids as a trace
monoid. As already mentioned, two trace monoids play a crucial role in the investiga-
tion of the generalized star problem: the so-called P3 and C4 which are de@ned (up
to isomorphism) by {a; c}∗× b∗ and {a; c}∗×{b; d}∗, respectively.
We call some independence alphabet (; I) connected if we cannot split  into two
non-empty, disjoint subsets  and  with (×)⊆ I .
For some independence alphabet (; I), we call some trace t∈M(; I) non-connected
(resp. connected) if the independence alphabet (alph(t); I) is non-connected (resp. con-
nected). Equivalently, some trace t∈M(; I) is non-connected iB there are two non-
empty traces t1; t2∈M(; I) with t= t1t2 such that alph(t1)× alph(t2)⊆ I . Some trace
( uv ) in P3 or C4 is connected iB u or v is the empty word . For some trace lan-
guage L∈M(; I), we denote by NC(L) and Cn(L) the set of the connected and
non-connected traces in L, respectively. We call some trace language L connected iB
NC(L)= ∅.
We call a homomorphism h between two trace monoids M(; I) and M(; I)
connected iB for every t∈Cn(M(; I)), we have h(t)∈Cn(M(; I)).
Let t1; t2∈M(; I) be traces. We call t1 a pre>x of t2 (for short t1 t2) iB t2∈
t1M(; I), i.e., iB there is some trace s∈M(; I) such that t2 = t1s. We call t1 a proper
pre>x of t2 (for short t1❁ t2) iB t1 t2 and t1 = t2. We call t1 and t2 pre>x-consistent
(for short t1 t2) iB there is some t∈M(; I) with t1 t and t2 t, i.e., iB the languages
t1M(; I) and t2M(; I) are not disjoint. If M(; I) is a free monoid, then t1 t2 iB
t1 t2 or t2 t1.
Assume that M(; I) is isomorphic to some cartesian product M(; I)×M(; I).
Then, two traces ( u1v1 ); (
u2
v2
)∈M(; I) are pre@x-consistent iB u1u2 and v1v2.
Let  and  be alphabets and let h : ∗→∗ be a homomorphism. We call h a
pre>x-homomorphism iB for any letters a = b in  we have h(a)  h(b). We call h
a bipre>x-homomorphism iB additionally for any letters a = b in  there is not any
w∈∗ with wh(a)= h(b).
2.3. Automata and recognizable sets
We introduce the notion of recognizable languages as far as we need it in this paper,
for a more general overview we recommend [2,9].
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Let M be a monoid. An M-automaton is a triple A= [Q; h; F], where Q is a @nite
monoid, h is a homomorphism h : M→Q and F is a subset of Q. We de@ne its
language by L(A)= h−1(F). We call Q the monoid of A and the elements of Q
states. We call F the set of accepting states of A and h the homomorphism of A.
Without loss of generality, we can assume that h is a surjective homomorphism from
M to Q.
We call some subset (resp. language ) L⊆M recognizable iB there is some
M-automaton with L=L(A). We denote the class of all recognizable sets over M
by REC(M). In free monoids, recognizable languages are usually called regular lan-
guages.
It is a classic result that for any monoid M, REC(M) contains the empty set ∅, M
itself and it is closed under union, intersection, complement, and inverse homomor-
phisms [2,9]. We need a theorem by Mezei concerning recognizable sets in cartesian
products, cf. [2,9].
Theorem 2.1. Let M and M′ be two monoids. Some set T is recognizable in M×M′
i; there are an integer n, sets K1; : : : ; Kn∈REC(M) and sets L1; : : : ; Ln∈REC(M′) such
that we have T =(K1×L1)∪ · · · ∪ (Kn×Ln).
The next lemma shows a widely used technique (cf. [2]).
Lemma 2.2. Let M be a monoid, n¿0 and L1; : : : ; Ln⊆M be recognizable. There
are a >nite monoid Q, a surjective homomorphism h : M→Q, and sets F1; : : : ; Fn⊆Q
such that for i∈{1; : : : ; n} the automaton [Q; h; Fi] de>nes Li.
Proof. For i∈{1; : : : ; n}, let [Qi; hi; Gi] be an automaton for Li. We de@ne Q=Q1× · · ·
×Qn. The homomorphism h maps every p∈M to (h1(p); : : : ; hn(p)). For i∈{1; : : : ; n}
we de@ne Fi =Q1× · · ·×Qi−1×Gi×Qi+1× · · ·×Qn. It is an easy veri@cation that for
i∈{1; : : : ; n} the automaton [Q; h; Fi] de@nes Li. To obtain a surjective homomorphism
h, we have to restrict Q and Fi for i∈{1; : : : ; n} to h(M) and h(M)∩Fi, respectively.
For any trace monoid M(; I), REC(M(; I)) contains all @nite subsets of M(; I)
and is closed under concatenation [10] and iteration of connected recognizable trace
languages [29,5,25]. In trace monoids, recognizable languages are not closed under
homomorphisms. But we have the following theorem:
Theorem 2.3. Let M(; I) and M(; I) be two trace monoids, and let h : M(; I)
→M(; I) be a homomorphism. Let L⊆M(; I):
(1) If h is connected, then recognizability of L implies recognizability of h(L).
(2) If h is injective, then recognizability of h(L) implies recognizability of L.
Assertion (1) is due to Duboc [8]. It is a generalization of the well-known fact
that homomorphisms between free monoids preserve recognizability. Assertion (2) is
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obvious, because we have L= h−1(h(L)) and the closureship of recognizable sets under
inverse homomorphisms. The survey chapter [28] gives an overview on recognizable
trace languages including proofs of the closure properties.
We need the following useful lemma concerning recognizable trace languages and
the notions of connected and non-connected traces.
Lemma 2.4. Let M(; I) be a trace monoid. Some language L⊆M(; I) is recogniz-
able i; both NC(L) and Cn(L) are recognizable.
Proof. We have L=NC(L)∪Cn(L), i.e., recognizability of both NC(L) and Cn(L)
implies recognizability of L.
Assume that L is recognizable. We have NC(L)=L∩NC(M(; I)) and Cn(L)=
L\NC(L), i.e., it suTces to show that NC(M(; I)) is recognizable. We can construct
an M(; I)-automaton [2; alph; F] for NC(M(; I)), where 2 denotes the power set
of  with set union as product. The set F consists of the subsets ⊆ such that
induced subalphabet (; I) is non-connected.
3. Some classic results
In this section, we recall some classic notions and results which we will use in our
main proofs. In Part 3.1, we deal with transition automata by Rabin and Scott and
distance automata by Hashiguchi. Then, we consider transition automata over trace
monoids. In Part 3.3, we recall picture languages and @nally, in Part 3.4, we deal with
a variant of Post’s Correspondence Problem which will be very suitable in the proof
of Theorem 1.3.
3.1. Transition automata over free monoids
We recall some notions from automata theory. At @rst, we deal with two technical
lemmas concerning recognizable languages in free monoids.
Lemma 3.1. Let  be an alphabet and let [Q; h; F] be an automaton such that
h : ∗→Q is a surjection. For every q∈Q, there is some word w∈h−1(q) with
|w|¡|Q|.
Proof. Let q∈Q and w∈h−1(q) be arbitrary. If |w|¡|Q|, then we are done. Assume
|w|¿|Q|. Let a1; : : : ; a|w|∈ such that a1 : : : a|w|=w. Because |w|¿|Q|, there are two
integers 06i¡j6|w| with h(a1 : : : ai)= h(a1 : : : aj), i.e., q= h(a1 : : : a|w|)= h(a1 : : : ai
aj+1 : : : a|w|) and |a1 : : : aiaj+1 : : : a|w||¡|w|. By applying such a cut as many times as
necessary, we construct some word w′ with |w′|¡|Q| and h(w′)= q.
See [9, p. 101] for a proof of the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.2. Some language L⊆ b∗ is recognizable i; there are some >nite language
L0⊆ b∗ and integers z, n, m1; : : : ; mn such that L=
⋃
i∈{0;:::; n} Li with Li = b
mi(bz)∗
for i∈{1; : : : ; n}.
Clearly, we can assume that z; m1; : : : ; mn¿0. If L is given by some automaton, then
we can construct L0 and the integers z, n, and m1; : : : ; mn.
Transition automata originate from Rabin and Scott [30,2,9]. A transition automaton
is a quadruple A= [Q; s; E; F], where
• Q is a @nite set called the states,
• s∈Q is called the initial state,
• E⊆Q××Q is a set called the edges, and
• F ⊆Q are called the accepting states.
We call a path in A a @nite sequence (q1; a1; q2)(q2; a2; q3) : : : (qn; an; qn+1) of edges for
some n¿0. We call the word a1 : : : an the label of this path. We call a path accepting
iB q1 = s and qn+1∈F . The language of A, denoted by L(A), consists of the labels
of accepting paths.
Sometimes, it is quite convenient to consider transition automata as devices which
process with some (read-only) head over a tape. In the beginning, the automaton rests
in the initial state s, the tape contains some word w∈∗, and the head of the automaton
is over the @rst letter of w. If the @rst letter of w is a and there is some edge (s; a; q)∈E,
then the automaton can read a, i.e., it can change the state to q and move the head to
the second letter of w.
It is a classic result in automata theory that transition automata over free monoids
de@ne exactly the recognizable languages (cf. [2,9]). Moreover, we can transform every
transition automaton into a ∗-automaton which de@nes the same language, and vice
versa. Further, for every recognizable language L⊆∗ with  =∈L, we can construct a
transition automaton [Q; s; E; F] for L such that
• |F |=1 and
• E⊆ (Q\F)×× (Q\s)
provided that L is given by, e.g., some transition automaton or some ∗-automaton
(cf. [2,9]). We can generalize transition automata by allowing that E is a @nite subset
of Q×+×Q. Then, the label of some path (q1; u1; q2)(q2; u2; q3) : : : (qn; un; qn+1) is
the concatenation u1 : : : un. As above, we de@ne the language of such an automaton
as the set of the labels of any accepting path. We can transform some transition
automaton [Q; s; E; F] with E⊆ (Q×+×Q) into a transition automaton [Q′; s; E′; F]
with E′⊆ (Q′××Q′) which de@nes the same language. If we consider such an
automaton as a device over some tape, then this generalization simply means that the
automaton can read several letters in one step.
We can further generalize transition automata by allowing that E is some (not nec-
essarily @nite) subset of Q×+×Q. However, these generalized transition automata
exceed the concept of recognizable languages in ∗. Nevertheless, we will use them
as a convenient tool in the proof of Proposition 4.4.
Distance automata were introduced by Hashiguchi [16,17]. Let ∞ be some element
which is bigger than every integer. A distance automaton is a tuple A= [Q; s; E; F; #]
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where
• [Q; s; E; F] is a transition automaton and
• # : Q××Q→{0; 1;∞} is a function called distance function such that for every
q; q′∈Q and a∈ we have #(q; a; q′)=∞ iB (q; a; q′) =∈E.
Opposed to Hashiguchi who considered distance automata with several initial states,
we just deal with distance automata with exactly one initial state.
We de@ne the language of some distance automaton A= [Q; s; E; F; #] as the lan-
guage of the transition automaton [Q; s; E; F]. We de@ne the distance of some path
(q1; a1; q2) : : : (qn; an; qn+1) as the sum #(q1; a1; q2) + #(q2; a2; q3) + · · ·+ #(qn; an; qn+1)
where the sign “+” denotes common integer addition. We denote the distance of some
word w∈L(A) by #(w) and de@ne it as the least integer n such that there is an ac-
cepting path in A with the label w and the distance n. We de@ne the distance of every
word w =∈L(A) by #(w)=∞. We call some distance automaton A limited in distance
iB there is some integer #max such that for every word w∈L(A) we have #(w)6#max.
We use the following strong result by Hashiguchi [16,17] in a crucial way.
Theorem 3.3. It is decidable whether a given distance automaton is limited in dis-
tance.
3.2. Transition automata over trace monoids
Let M(; I) be some trace monoid within this part. Transition automata over M(; I)
are de@ned as transition automata over ∗. However, the label of some path (q1; a1; q2)
(q2; a2; q3) : : : (qn; an; qn+1) is the trace [a1a2 : : : an]∈M(; I). Transition automata over
M(; I) de@ne exactly the rational languages over M(; I).
A transition automaton A= [Q; s; E; F] respects I iB for every p; q; r∈Q and for
every independent a; b∈ with (p; a; q); (q; b; r)∈E we have some q′∈Q and (p; b; q′);
(q′; a; r)∈E. Transition automata over M(; I) which respect I de@ne the recognizable
languages over M(; I).
Similarly to transition automata over free monoids, we can also allow that E is some
@nite or even in@nite subset of Q×M(; I)×Q. However, in@niteness of E exceeds
the concept of rational trace languages.
If M(; I) is isomorphic to a monoid ∗×∗, then we can consider transition
automata over ∗×∗ as devices which process with two heads over two tapes, re-
spectively. In the beginning, the automaton is in the initial state s, and some trace
( uv )∈∗×∗ is represented on the tapes, i.e., u and v are represented on the @rst and
second tape, respectively. If there is some instruction (s; a; q)∈E, and u starts with
some letter a∈, then the automaton can read a, i.e., it changes its state to q, moves
the @rst head to the second letter of u, and does not move the second head. If we
allow instructions Q× (∗×∗)×Q, then the automaton can move both heads in one
step.
3.3. Picture languages
Pictures and picture languages are a generalization of words and word languages.
We use some very basic notions from the theory of picture languages. See [13] for a
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recent survey. Let  be some alphabet. For integers m; n¿1, a picture p over  of
size (m; n) is a mapping p : {1; : : : ; m}×{1; : : : ; n}→. We call the numbers m and
n the height and width of p and denote them by hgt(p) and wdt(p), respectively.
For convenience, we de@ne the mapping pˆ : {0; : : : ; m+1}×{0; : : : ; n+1}→∪{#}.
For every i∈{1; : : : ; m} and j∈{1; : : : ; n}, pˆi; j yields pi; j. Otherwise, pˆ yields #. We
denote the set of all pictures over  by ∗∗.
Let p and s be two pictures. The column concatenation p◦ s is de@ned iB hgt(p)=
hgt(s). Let us denote the size of p and s by (m; n) and (m; n′), respectively. Then,
p ◦ s is de@ned by
p ◦ s =


p1;1 · · · p1;n s1;1 · · · s1;n′
...
. . .
...
...
. . .
...
pm;1 · · · pm;n sm;1 · · · sm;n′

 :
The extension of the column concatenation to picture languages is obvious.
We call a set of pictures of the size (2; 2) over ∪{#} a local representation over
. Such a local representation de@nes a picture language L(). A picture p belongs
to L() iB every (2; 2) subpicture of p belongs to , i.e., L() is the set{
p ∈ ∗∗
∣∣∣∣∣i ∈ {0; : : : ; hgt(p)}; j ∈ {0; : : : ;wdt(p)} :
(
pˆi;j pˆi;j+1
pˆi+1;j pˆi+1;j+1
)
∈ 
}
:
We use the following theorem from [12].
Theorem 3.4. It is undecidable whether the language of a local representation is
empty or whether it is >nite.
Giammarresi and Restivo showed several closure properties of the class of picture
languages of local representations [12]. We just need the following result:
Lemma 3.5. Let  be an alphabet and let b =∈ be a letter. We can transform some
local representation  over  into a local representation ′ over ∪{b} such that
L(′)=L() ◦ {b}∗∗.
Proof (Sketch). For any a; c∈ we replace tiles ( a #c # ), ( # #c # ), ( a ## # )∈ by ( a bc b ), ( # #c b ),
( a b# # ), respectively, and we insert new tiles (
# #
b b ), (
b b
b b), (
b b
# # ), (
# #
b # ), (
b #
b # ), (
b #
# # )
into ′.
3.4. A variant of Post’s correspondence problem
Post’s Correspondence Problem (for short PCP) is one of the most common undecid-
able problems. A PCP instance consists of two alphabets  and  and two homomor-
phisms %; & : ∗→∗. A solution is a non-empty word w∈+ such that %(w)= &(w).
The existence of a solution is undecidable. An in@nite sequence i1; i2; i3 : : : of letters in
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 is called an in>nite solution iB for any integer n, the words %(i1 : : : in) and &(i1 : : : in)
are pre@x consistent. We have the following result due to Ruohonen [32].
Theorem 3.6. Let [; ; %; &] be a PCP instance such that both % and & are bipre>x
homomorphisms. It is undecidable whether it has a solution and it is undecidable
whether it has an in>nite solution.
We need the following easy consequence of KWonig’s Lemma:
Lemma 3.7. A PCP instance [; ; %; &] has an in>nite solution i; there are in>nitely
many words w∈∗ such that %(w) and &(w) are pre>x consistent.
Proof. If [; ; %; &] has an in@nite solution i1; i2; : : : ; then we have %(i1 : : : in)
&(i1 : : : in) for n¿0, i.e., for in@nitely many words i1 : : : in.
Conversely, let L⊆∗ denote the in@nite language which consists of the words in
w∈∗ such that %(w)&(w). Clearly, L is pre@x-closed. We inductively construct an
in@nite solution. Let n be an integer and i1 : : : in∈∗ be some word such that i1 : : : in
satis@es two properties: Firstly, %(i1 : : : in)&(i1 : : : in), i.e., i1 : : : in∈L. Secondly, i1 : : : in
is a pre@x of in@nitely many words in L. Then, there is at least one letter in+1∈ such
that i1 : : : in+1 satis@es the same properties. We can use the empty word  as initial
value for the iteration.
4. Some decidable cases
In this section, we prove Theorem 1.5. Let  and  be two disjoint alphabets and let
b be some letter b =∈ within this section. To prove Theorem 1.5, we have to show the
decidability of a special case of GSTAR, i.e., we have to show that the recognizability
of R∩P∗ is decidable for recognizable languages R;P⊆∗× b∗, provided that P is
@nite or some trace of the form ( b+ ) belongs to P. Some of our intermediary results
also hold for trace monoids of the form ∗×∗.
In Part 4.1, we consider some easy propositions which allow us to reduce GSTAR
to restricted languages R. Then, we consider two cases of Theorem 1.5. In Part 4.2, we
show the decidability of GSTAR in trace monoids ∗×∗ restricted to recognizable
languages P⊆ (+× 0;:::; n) for some integer n. This includes the case that P is a
@nite subset of +×∗.
In Part 4.3, we use Hashiguchi’s distance automata to show the decidability of
GSTAR in trace monoids ∗× b∗ provided that some trace of the form ( b+ ) belongs
to P.
4.1. Some obvious observations
For some @nite language R⊆ (∗×∗) and any language P⊆ (∗×∗), the inter-
section R∩P∗ is recognizable because it is @nite. We generalize this obvious
fact.
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Proposition 4.1. Let R;P⊆ (∗×∗) be two recognizable languages. The intersec-
tion R∩P∗ is recognizable if R satis>es one of the following conditions:
(1) We have R⊆ (∗× 0;:::; n) for some integer n, or
(2) R is a connected language.
Proof. By Lemma 2.4, NC(P) and Cn(P) are recognizable. The concatenation of
some traces t1; : : : ; tm∈(∗×∗) for some m yields a non-connected trace if one
of the traces t1; : : : ; tm is non-connected. Hence, if R is connected, then we have
R∩P∗=R∩Cn(P)∗ which is recognizable by the closure properties of recognizable
trace languages.
Assume that R satis@es (1). We have P∗=Cn(P)∗(NC(P)Cn(P)∗)∗. Because every
non-connected trace in ∗×∗ contains at least one letter from , we have
R ∩ P∗ = R ∩ Cn(P)∗(NC(P)Cn(P)∗)0;:::;n:
This language is recognizable by the closure properties of recognizable trace languages.
Proposition 4.2. Let R, P be recognizable languages in some trace monoid. Let n
be an integer and let R1; : : : ;Rn be recognizable languages with R1 ∪ · · · ∪Rn=R.
The intersection R∩P∗ is recognizable i; for i∈{1; : : : ; n} the intersection Ri ∩P∗
is recognizable.
Proof. For i∈{1; : : : ; n}, we have Ri ∩P∗=Ri ∩ (R∩P∗). Hence, recognizability of
R∩P∗ implies recognizability of Ri ∩P∗. Conversely, we have R∩P∗=(R1 ∩P∗)∪
· · · ∪ (Rn ∩P∗). Thus, recognizability of Ri ∩P∗ for i∈{1; : : : ; n} implies recogniz-
ability of R∩P∗.
From these propositions, we immediately see that for two recognizable languages
R;P⊆ (∗×∗) the intersection R∩P∗ is recognizable, provided that NC(R) is @nite.
4.2. A decidable case in ∗×∗
Now, we work on GSTAR for restricted languages P.
Proposition 4.3. Let R;P⊆ (∗×∗) be two recognizable languages. We can decide
whether R∩P∗ is recognizable if P⊆ (+× 0;:::; n) for some n¿0.
We forbid that the empty trace belongs to P. However, this is not really a restriction,
because P∗=(P\(  ))∗ and an automaton for P\(  ) can easily be constructed. Note
that Proposition 4.3 includes the case that P is a @nite subset of +×∗.
Proof. Let [Q; h; F] be some automaton for R. We have Cn(P)⊆ (∗× ). We abbre-
viate Cn(P)∗NC(P)Cn(P)∗ by PCNC. We show the equivalence of three assertions:
(1) The language R∩P∗ is recognizable.
(2) There is some integer n′ such that (R∩P∗)⊆ (∗× 0;:::; n′).
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(3) The intersection R∩P |Q|+1;:::;2|Q|+1CNC is empty.
• (2)⇒ (1) We have R∩P∗=((∗× 0;:::; n′)∩R)∩P∗. By Proposition 4.1(1), this
language is recognizable.
• (1)⇒ (2) Assume that R∩P∗ is recognizable, but nevertheless, an integer n′ in (2)
does not exist. By Mezei’s Theorem, the intersection R∩P∗ consists of @nitely many
cartesian products (K ×L)⊆ (∗×∗) with K = ∅ and L = ∅. Because an integer n′
in assertion (2) does not exist, we can choose a cartesian product (K ×L)⊆ (R∩P∗)
such that L is in@nite. Choose some w∈K . We have (w×L)⊆ (R∩P∗)⊆P∗. Be-
cause every trace in P contains at least one letter in , we have (w×L)⊆P0;:::; |w|.
Because every trace in P contains at most n occurrences of letters from , the length
of the words in L cannot exceed n|w|. This contradicts that L is
in@nite.
• (2)⇒ (3) We assume that the intersection in (3) is not empty. Consequently, there
is an integer l∈{|Q| + 1; : : : ; 2|Q| + 1} and there are traces t1; : : : ; tl∈PCNC⊆P∗
such that t1 : : : tl∈R. Because |Q|¡l, there are two integers i; j with 0¡i¡j6l
such that h(t1 : : : ti)= h(t1 : : : tj). Then, “we can pump h(ti+1 : : : tj)”. For k¿0, we
have h(t1 : : : ti)= h(t1 : : : ti)h(ti+1 : : : tj)k and h(t1 : : : tl)= h(t1 : : : ti)h(ti+1 : : : tj)kh(tj+1
: : : tl). This value belongs to F such that we have (t1 : : : ti)(ti+1 : : : tj)∗(tj+1 : : : tl)⊆R.
We also have (t1 : : : ti)(ti+1 : : : tj)∗(tj+1 : : : tl)⊆P∗, because t1; : : : ; tl∈P∗. The traces
ti+1; : : : ; tj contain at least one non-connected trace, i.e., they contain one letter from
. Hence, by pumping ti+1 : : : tj, we see that an integer n′ as in assertion (2) cannot
exist.
• (3)⇒ (2) Let us assume that an integer n′ does not exist. Every trace in P contains at
most n occurrences of letters in . However, there are traces in R∩P∗ containing
arbitrary many occurrences of letters in . Consequently, there are arbitrary big
integers l such that PlCNC contains traces in R. So let l¿|Q|+1 be an integer such
that there are traces t1; : : : ; tl∈PCNC with t1 : : : tl∈R. If l62|Q| + 1, then we are
done.
So assume l¿2|Q|+1. As above, there are two integers i; j with 0¡i¡j6|Q|+1
such that h(t1 : : : ti)= h(t1 : : : tj). We have j−i6|Q|. As above, we have t1 : : : titj+1 : : :
tl∈R. Hence, t1 : : : titj+1 : : : tl belongs to the intersection R∩Pl−j+iCNC . By applying
such a cut as many times as necessary, we obtain some trace in R∩P |Q|+1;:::;2|Q|+1CNC .
Because the closure properties of recognizable trace languages are eBective, we can con-
struct an automaton for R∩P |Q|+1;:::;2|Q|+1CNC and decide whether its language is empty.
4.3. Another decidable case in ∗× b∗
In this part, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.5 by showing the following propo-
sition:
Proposition 4.4. Let R;P⊆∗× b∗ be two recognizable languages such that P con-
tains some trace of the form ( b+ ). We can decide whether the intersection R∩P∗ is
recognizable.
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Proof. We can split R into NC(R) and Cn(R). By Proposition 4.2 and 4.1(2), it
suTces to consider the intersection NC(R)∩P∗. Hence, we assume that R contains
only non-connected traces in the rest of the proof.
By Mezei’s Theorem, we can split R into @nitely many cartesian products and
apply Proposition 4.2. Consequently, it suTces to consider the case that R=K ×L for
recognizable languages K ⊆∗ and L⊆ b∗. We have  =∈K ∪L, because R contains not
any connected trace.
If L is @nite, we know by Proposition 4.1(1) that R∩P∗ is recognizable. Hence, it
suTces to consider in@nite languages L in the rest of the proof.
By Lemma 3.2, we can split L into a @nite language and @nitely many languages
of the form bm(bz)∗ for some integers m; z¿0. By splitting L, we can split R to use
Proposition 4.2, again. Hence, it suTces to consider languages L= bm(bz)∗ for some
integers m; z¿0.
We can assume ( bz )∈P∗. If ( bz ) =∈P∗, then we proceed as follows: Let n¿0 be an
integer such that ( bn )∈P. The language L is the union of the languages bm+jz(bnz)∗
for j∈{0; : : : ; n − 1}. Then, ( bnz )∈P∗. As above, we can split R by splitting L and
use Proposition 4.2.
Now, we transform the language P into a recognizable language P′ with R∩P∗=
R∩P′∗ such that P′ satis@es some additional properties.
P′ = Cn(P)∗NC(P)Cn(P)∗ ∪ NC(Cn(P)∗):
By Lemma 2.4, both Cn(P) and NC(P) are recognizable. Hence, by the closure prop-
erties of recognizable trace languages, the language P′ is recognizable.
Of course, we have P′⊆P∗, and thus, P′+⊆P∗. Further, every trace in P′+ is
non-connected such that we have P′+⊆NC(P∗). Let t∈NC(P∗). There is some in-
teger n¿0 and traces t1; : : : ; tn∈P with t1 : : : tn= t. If t1; : : : ; tn∈Cn(P), then we have
t= t1 : : : tn∈NC(Cn(P)∗)⊆P′⊆P′+. Otherwise, we have t∈P′k , where k is the num-
ber of non-connected traces among t1; : : : ; tn. Hence, we have NC(P∗)⊆P′+, i.e., we
have NC(P∗)=P′+. Because there are only non-connected traces in R and in particu-
lar (  ) =∈R, we have R∩P∗=R∩P′∗. Consequently, we can decide whether R∩P∗
is recognizable by deciding whether R∩P′∗ is recognizable.
Let P0; P1; : : : be the unique family of languages in ∗ such that
R ∩ P′∗ =
(
P0
bm
)
∪
(
P1
bm+z
)
∪
(
P2
bm+2z
)
∪ · · · :
Because every trace in P′ contains the letter b, we have for any integer i
R ∩ P′0;:::;m+iz ∩
(
∗
bm+iz
)
=
(
Pi
bm+iz
)
:
Hence, ( Pibm+iz ) and by Mezei’s Theorem Pi are recognizable for any integer i.
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Because ( bz )∈Cn(P)∗, we have P′( bz )⊆P′. Because L= bm(bz)∗, we have R( bz )
⊆R. Thus, for every ( uv )∈R∩P′∗, we have ( uv )( bz )∈R∩P′∗. Hence, we have P0⊆P1⊆P2 · · · : We show the equivalence of four assertions:
(1) R∩P′∗ is recognizable.
(2) There is some integer l such that for i¿l we have Pl=Pi.
Below, we will state assertion (3) and (4). If the integer l in (2) exists, then we
have
R ∩ P′∗ =
(
P0
bm
)
∪ · · · ∪
(
Pl−1
bm+(l−1)z
)
∪
(
Pl
bm+lz(bz)∗
)
;
which is recognizable by Mezei’s Theorem.
Conversely, assume that the integer l in (2) does not exist. Let i1; i2; : : : an in@nite
sequence of integers such that the languages Pi1 ; Pi2 ; : : : are mutually diBerent. Then,
the homomorphism in some automaton for R∩P′∗ has to map the traces ( bm+iz ) for
i∈{i1; i2; : : :} to mutually diBerent states, i.e., any automaton for R∩P′∗ has in@nitely
many states. Hence, such an automaton cannot exist, and thus, R∩P′∗ is not recog-
nizable.
In the rest of proof, we consider the decidability of the existence of the integer l in
assertion (2). By Mezei’s Theorem, we have P′=(K1×L1)∪ · · · ∪ (Kk ×Lk) for some
integer k and recognizable languages K1; L1; : : : ; Kk ; Lk . We have  =∈K1; L1; : : : ; Kk ; Lk .
By Mezei’s Theorem and Lemma 2.2, we construct automata for K; K1; : : : ; Kk as fol-
lows: We construct a @nite monoid P, a surjective homomorphism g : ∗→P, and
subsets G;G1; : : : ; Gk ⊆P with K = g−1(G) and Ki = g−1(Gi) for i∈{1; : : : ; k}. We
also construct a @nite monoid Q, a surjective homomorphism h : b∗→Q, and sets
F; F1; : : : ; Fk ⊆Q with L= h−1(F) and Li = h−1(Fi) for i∈{1; : : : ; k}.
We construct a distance automaton which is limited in distance iB some integer l in
(2) exists. However, at @rst, we construct some transition automaton A with (possibly)
in@nitely many edges as a preliminary tool to explain the idea. Its set of states is P×Q.
Its initial state is ( PQ ), where P and Q are the identities in P and Q, respectively.
Its set of accepting states are G×F , i.e., the cartesian product of the accepting states
of the automata for K and L. For every state (pq )∈(P×Q) and every trace ( uv )∈P′,
we insert an edge ((pq ); u; (
p·g(u)
q·h(v) )). Probably, A has in@nitely many edges, i.e., A is
not necessarily a transition automaton. We state assertion (3).
(3) There is some integer n such that any word which A accepts is the label of a
path which consists of at most n edges.
Before we show the equivalence (2)⇔ (3), we show that A accepts exactly the words
which are @rst components of traces in R∩P′∗, i.e., the language of A is the union
P0 ∪P1 ∪ · · · : Let i be some integer and let ( uv )∈P′i. Clearly, there is a path in A
from ( PQ ) to (
g(u)
h(v) ) which consists of i edges and is labeled with u. If additionally
( uv )∈R, then we have g(u)∈G and h(v)∈F , and thus, A accepts u.
Conversely, let i be some integer and consider some path in A from ( PQ ) to some
state (pq ) which consists of i edges and is labeled with some word u. Then, we have
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p= g(u) and there is some trace ( uv )∈P′i with h(v)= q. If additionally (pq )∈F ×G,
then ( uv )∈R, and thus, ( uv )∈R∩P′i.
We show (2)⇒ (3). Let n=m + lz. Let w∈L(A). We have w∈Pl, and thus,
( wbm+lz )∈R∩P′∗. Because the letter b occurs in every trace in P′, we have ( wbm+lz )∈
P′1;:::; m+lz. Hence, A accepts w by a path consisting of at most m+ lz edges.
We show (3)⇒ (2). Choose some integer l such that m+ lz¿n|Q|. Let w∈P0 ∪P1
: : : : There is some n′6n such that A accepts w by a path consisting of n′ edges.
Hence, there are traces t1; : : : ; tn′∈P′ such that t1; : : : ; tn′∈R∩P′∗ and the @rst compo-
nent of t1; : : : ; tn′ is w. For i∈{1; : : : ; n′}, we denote ti =( uivi ). By Lemma 3.1, there is
some word v′i∈b∗ such that |v′i |¡|Q| and h(vi)= h(v′i), for i∈{1; : : : ; n′}. Let t′i =( uiv′i ).
We have t′1; : : : ; t
′
n′∈R, because h(vi)= h(v′i). The @rst component of t′1; : : : ; t′n′ is w.
The second component of t′1; : : : ; t
′
n′ consists of less than n
′|Q| letters, i.e., less than
n|Q| letters. Hence, we have w∈Pl.
It remains to show the decidability of the existence of the integer n in assertion (3).
We construct a distance automaton A′ which is limited in distance iB the integer in
assertion (3) exists.
The distance automaton A′ has the same states, initial state, and accepting states as
A. It has beside the states of A some additional states. Let (pq ); (
pˆ
qˆ )∈P×Q be two
states. Above, we inserted probably in@nitely many edges between these two states.
We examine the set of all edge labels of edges (i.e. paths of length one) between (pq )
and ( pˆqˆ ) in A. We de@ne
T =
⋃
for any p′∈P;q′∈Q with pp′=pˆ;qq′=qˆ;
and p′∈Gi;q′∈Fi for some i∈{1;:::;k}
g−1(p′):
Let ((pq ); u; (
pˆ
qˆ )) be some edge in A. There is some v∈b∗ such that ( uv )∈P′ and
( pˆqˆ )= (
p·g(u)
q·h(v) ). To verify u∈T , we set p′= g(u) and q′= h(v). We have ( uv )∈P′,
i.e., there is some i∈{1; : : : ; k} with ( uv )∈Ki×Li. Then, we have p′= g(u)∈Gi and
q′= h(v)∈Fi.
Conversely, let u∈T . Let p′= g(u). Choose some q′ which satis@es the proper-
ties in the expression for T . Because h is a surjection, there is some v∈∗ with
h(v)= q′. There is some i∈{1; : : : ; k} with p′= g(u)∈Gi and q′= h(v)∈Fi. Hence,
( uv )∈(Ki×Li)⊆P′. Thus, there is some edge ((pq ); u; (p·g(u)q·h(v) )), i.e., ((pq ); u; ( pˆqˆ )) in A.
Consequently, for any word u∈∗, there is some edge ((pq ); u; ( pˆqˆ )) in A iB u∈T .
We can construct a transition automaton for T . We construct some transition automa-
ton for T with exactly one accepting state such that the initial state has no incoming
edges and the accepting state has no outgoing edges. Further, its edge labels are sin-
gle letters from . Instead of inserting in@nitely many edges between (pq ) and (
pˆ
qˆ ),
we insert the transition automaton for T between these states, i.e., (pq ) and (
pˆ
qˆ ) are
its initial and accepting state. The transition automaton for T simulates the formerly
in@nitely many edges between (pq ) and (
pˆ
qˆ ). The edges to (
pˆ
qˆ ) get the distance 1, all
other edges get the distance 0.
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We proceed this for every pair of states (pq ); (
pˆ
qˆ )∈P×Q. We obtain the distance
automaton A′ with the same language as A but @nitely many edges. We state asser-
tion (4).
(4) The distance automaton A′ is limited in distance.
We can easily verify (3)⇔ (4). Moreover, if both (3) and (4) are true, then the least
integer n to satisfy (3) is exactly the biggest value #(w) for w∈L(A′)=L(A). We
can decide by Theorem 3.3 whether assertion (4) is true. Hence, we can decide the
recognizability of R∩P′∗.
5. Some undecidable cases
5.1. The problem in ∗× b∗ in general
Although we worked very hard in the previous section, there are cases which re-
mained open. Surprisingly, improving Proposition 4.4 by cutting the assumption that
some trace of the form ( b+ ) belongs to P is not possible, because the problem becomes
undecidable.
Within this subsection, we consider an alphabet  and picture languages over .
We further consider the alphabet =∪{#;&}. Let n; m¿1. Let p be a picture over
 of the size (m; n). A word w∈∗ represents p iB w consists of the lines of pˆ with
& as separators, i.e.,
w = &#n+2 &#p1;1 · · ·p1;n# &#p2;1 · · · · · ·pm;n# &#n+2 &:
We de@ne some language K⊆∗ by
K = &#3#∗(&#+#)+&#3#∗&:
The language K is recognizable. The words in K are not necessarily representations
of pictures over , because “the lines can have diBerent lengths”.
We call some trace t∈∗× b∗ fair iB t=((&#n(&#n−2#)+&#n&bn ) for some n¿3. The
@rst component of every fair trace represents a picture over . Moreover, for every
picture p over  there is exactly one fair trace whose @rst component represents p.
We de@ne a transition automaton A which is shown in Fig. 1. It has the states start,
chk (for check), and acc. The states start and acc are the initial and accepting state,
respectively. The instructions (edges) of A are:
0. [start; (
∗\K
b∗ ); acc],
1. [start; (
∗&
 ); chk],
2. [chk; (∪ #b ); chk],
3. [chk; (&
∗
b+ ); acc],
4. [chk; ( (∪ #)
∗
 ); acc].
Lemma 5.1. Let t∈(∗× b∗). The automaton A accepts t i; t is not fair.
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Fig. 1. The automaton A.
Proof. Let t∈(∗× b∗) be a trace which is not fair. If the @rst component of t does
not belong to K, then A accepts t by instruction (0). Otherwise, there are two words
w1; w3∈∗ and a word w2∈(∪ #)+, such that t=(w1& )(w2v )(&w3 ) and |w2| = |v|. At
@rst, the automaton parses (w1& ) using instruction (1). Then, it uses instruction (2)
as many times as possible. Then, depending on whether |w2|¡|v| or |w2|¿|v|, it uses
instruction (3) or (4), resp., to terminate.
Conversely, let t∈(∗× b∗) such that A accepts t. If A uses instruction (0), then
t cannot be fair. Assume that A starts with (1). Then, it uses instruction (2) sev-
eral times, and it terminates with instruction (3) or (4). After using instruction (1),
A has parsed a trace of the form (w1& ) for some w1∈∗. Then, A uses several times
instruction (2). Let n∈N be the number how often A uses instruction (2). Thus, it
parsed some trace (w1&w2bn ) for some w2∈(∪ #)n. After that, the automaton terminates
using instruction (3) or (4). If it uses (3), then it parsed a @rst component with a sub-
word &w2& with |w2|= n. However, because it used instruction (3) there are more
than n letters c in the second component. If it uses instruction (4), then there is some
subword w2x∈(∪{#}) in the @rst component, but, there are n letters b in the second
component. Either way, t is not fair.
Now, we extend the automaton A. Let  be a local representation over . We
extend the automaton A such that it accepts not only the unfair traces but also the
fair traces whose @rst component encodes a picture which does not belong
to L().
We use one cheap trick. We do not use . Let $ be a letter $∈ which does
not occur in . By Lemma 3.5, we construct a local representation ′ for the picture
language L() ◦ {$}∗∗. The language L(′) is either empty or it contains pictures of
arbitrary width. We extend A such that it accepts the unfair traces and the fair traces
whose @rst component encodes a picture which does not belong to L(′).
We de@ne the automaton A′ (see Fig. 2). It has the same states as A and addi-
tionally, for every two letters a; c∈∪ #, the state chkac. The instructions of A′ are
the instructions of A and additionally:
5. [start; (
∗ac
b ); chkac] for every a; c∈∪ #,
6. [chkac; (

b ); chkac] for every a; c∈∪ #,
7. [chkac; (
de∗
 ); acc] for every a; c; d; e∈∪ # with ( a cd e ) =∈′.
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Fig. 2. The automaton AY′ .
Lemma 5.2. Let (wv )∈(∗× b∗). The automaton A′ accepts (wv ) i; either• (wv ) is not fair, or• (wv ) is fair and w encodes some picture p∈∗∗ with p =∈L(′).
Proof. If (wv ) is not fair, then A′ accepts (
w
v ) as A accepts this trace (cf. Lemma 5.1).
Let us assume that (wv ) is fair, and w encodes a picture p =∈L(′). Let (m; n) denote
the size of p. Then, we have v= bn+2. There are integers i; j with 06i6m and 06j6n
such that ( pˆi; j
pˆi+1; j
pˆi; j+1
pˆi+1; j+1
) =∈′. We denote pˆi; j, pˆi; j+1, pˆi+1; j, and pˆi+1; j+1 by a, c, d,
and e, respectively.
We factorize w. There are w1; w2; w3∈∗ such that |w2|= n+1 and w=w1acw2dew3.
Hence, A′ can accept (
w
v ) by starting with instruction (5) [start; (
w1ac
b ); chkac], then
using instruction (6) n+ 1 times, and @nally using instruction (7) [chkac; (
dew3
 ); acc].
Conversely, let (wv ) be a trace which A′ accepts. If (
w
v ) is not fair, then we are
done. We consider the case that t is fair, i.e., t encodes some picture p. Let (m; n) be
the size of p. Then, v= bn+2.
The automatonA′ cannot accept (
w
v ) by instruction (0) or by a run starting with (1).
Hence, it suTces to consider the case that A′ accepts (
w
v ) by starting with instruction
(5). Then, A accepts (wv ) by a run using instruction (5) once, several times instruction
(6), and once instruction (7). Because v= bn+2, it has to use instruction (6) exactly
n+1 times. Then, there are four letters a; c; d; e from the instructions (5) and (7) in the
run of the automaton and there are words w1; w2; w3∈∗ such that w=w1acw2dew3
and |w2|= n+1. Hence, the letters a; c; d; e form a subpicture in pˆ of size (2; 2) which
does not belong to ′, i.e., p =∈L(′).
Now, we can show the following connection:
Proposition 5.3. The language of A′ is recognizable i; L() is empty.
Proof. Assume that L() is empty. Then, L(′) is also empty. Thus, A′ accepts the
complete monoid ∗× b∗ which is a recognizable language.
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Conversely, assume that L() is not empty, but nevertheless, L(A′) is recognized
by the automaton [Q; h; F]. Because L(′)=L() ◦ {$}∗∗, the language L(′) contains
pictures of arbitrary width. Hence, we can choose p; s∈L(′) with wdt(p) =wdt(s)
such that h(wp )= h(
ws
 ), where wp and ws are the words which encode p and s, re-
spectively. We have h( wp
bwdt(p)+2
)= h( wsbwdt(p)+2 ). Thus, either both or none of the traces
( wp
bwdt(p)+2
) and ( wsbwdt(p)+2 ) belongs to L(A′). However, (
wp
bwdt(p)+2
) =∈L(A′) by Lemma 5.2.
On the other hand ( wsbwdt(p)+2 )∈L(A′), because it is not fair.
Based on A′ , we de@ne the recognizable language P. We introduce a new letter
k =∈ and consider the monoid (∪ k)∗× b∗. We denote by - the homomorphism
- : ((∪ k)∗× b∗)→ (∗× b∗) which erases the letter k. Note that - is a connected
homomorphism. Hence, -(T ) yields a recognizable language for recognizable languages
T (cf. Theorem 2.3).
Let n= |(∪ #)|2 + 2. Hence, we can assign for a; c∈(∪ #) the state chkac and
the state chk a number between 1 and n− 1.
Now, we de@ne the language P by de@ning several languages whose union yields
P. We are interested in traces whose @rst component is of the form (k∗)∗. We
distinguish two kinds of these traces: well-formed traces which are traces whose @rst
component is (kn)∗, and trash-traces, i.e., traces whose @rst component belongs to
(k∗)∗\(kn)∗. We de@ne a so-called trash language PT .
PT =
(
(k∗)∗\(kn)∗
b∗
)
:
The traces in PT are not well-formed. Moreover, the concatenation of any trace in PT
and any other trace yields a trace in PT , i.e., there are not any well-formed traces in
( (∪ k)
∗
b∗ )PT (
(∪ k)∗
b∗ ). We de@ne P0. It consists of well-formed traces.
P0 =
{(
u
v
)
∈
(
(kn)∗
b∗
)∣∣∣∣∣ -
(
u
v
)
∈
(
∗\K
b∗
)}
=
(
(kn)∗
b∗
)
∩ -−1
(
∗\K
b∗
)
:
The language P0 is related to instruction (0) of the automaton. Accordingly, we de@ne
P1; : : : ;P4:
P1 =
(
(kn)∗&k

)
;
P2 =
(
kn−1( ∪ #)k
b
)
;
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P3 =
(
kn−1&(kn)∗
b+
)
;
P4 =
(
kn−1( ∪ #)(kn)∗

)
:
Before we continue to de@ne P, we examine the parts of P which we already de@ned.
Let PT;:::;4 denote the union PT ∪P0 ∪ · · · ∪P4. We examine the well-formed traces in
P∗T;:::;4. We cannot obtain a well-formed trace if we concatenate some traces in PT;:::;4
and we use a trace in PT . Moreover, we easily see that the well-formed traces in P∗T;:::;4
are the traces in P0 and the traces in P1P∗2 (P3 ∪P4). Consequently, we have a natural
connection between the well-formed traces in P∗T;:::;4 and the paths of A. Therefore,
if we erase the letter k in some well-formed trace in P∗T;:::;4, then we either obtain an
unfair trace (cf. Lemma 5.1) or a fair trace which encodes some picture p =∈ L(′).
Moreover, by applying - on the well-formed traces in P∗T;:::;4 we obtain any unfair trace.
Now, we de@ne the remaining parts of P. For every a; c∈∪ #, we de@ne three lan-
guages P5; ac, P6; ac, and P7; ac. For every a; c∈∪ #, we choose some distinct 1¡z¡n.
P5;ac =
(
(kn)aknckz
b
)
; P6;ac =
(
kn−zkz
b
)
;
P7;ac =
{(
kn−zdkze(kz)∗

)∣∣∣∣∣d; e ∈ ( ∪ #) with
(
a c
d e
)
=∈ ′
}
:
Now, we de@ne P as the union:
P = PT ∪ P0 ∪ · · · ∪ P4 ∪
⋃
a;c∈(∪#)
(P5;ac ∪ P6;ac ∪ P7;ac):
The language P is recognizable, because it is the union of @nitely many recognizable
languages. We examine the well-formed traces in P∗. We have(
(kn)∗
b∗
)
∩ P∗ = P0 ∪ P1P∗2P3 ∪ P1P∗2P4 ∪
⋃
a;c∈(∪#)
(P5;acP∗6;acP7;ac):
Remark 5.4. Consequently, there is a correspondence between the well-formed traces
in P∗ and the accepting paths in A′ . For every well-formed trace ( uv )∈P∗, we
have -( uv )∈L(A′). Conversely, for every t∈L(A′), there is some well-formed trace
( uv )∈P∗ such that -( uv )= t.
Now, we can show the following connection:
Proposition 5.5. The intersection ( (k
∗)∗
b+ )∩P∗ is recognizable i; L(A′) is
recognizable.
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Proof. We split ( (k
∗)∗
b+ ) into two recognizable languages by (
(k∗)∗
b+ )=PT ∪ (
(k n)∗
b+ )
and apply Proposition 4.1. We have PT ∩P∗=PT , i.e., PT ∩P∗ is recognizable. Hence,
( (k
∗)∗
b+ )∩P∗ is recognizable iB the set of the well-formed traces in P∗ is recogniz-
able. Consequently, it suTces to show that the set of the well-formed traces in P∗ is
recognizable iB L(A′) is recognizable.
Assume that ( (k
n)∗
b+ )∩P∗ is recognizable. By Remark 5.4, we have
L(A′) = -
((
(kn)∗
b+
)
∩ P∗
)
:
Because - preserves recognizability, L(A′) is recognizable. Conversely, assume that
L(A′) is recognizable. By Remark 5.4, we have(
(kn)∗
b+
)
∩ P∗ =
(
(kn)∗
b+
)
∩ -−1(L(A′)):
The set -−1(L(A′)) is recognizable because of the closure of recognizable sets under
inverse homomorphisms. We immediately see that ( (k
n)∗
b+ )∩P∗ is recognizable.
From Theorem 3.4, Lemma 5.3, Proposition 5.4, we obtain the following corollary:
Corollary 5.6. Let  be an alphabet and let b; k =∈ be two letters. It is not decidable
whether for a recognizable language P⊆ (∪ k)∗× b∗, the intersection ( (k∗)∗b∗ )∩P∗
is recognizable.
Finally, we boil down this result to P3.
Theorem 5.7. It is not decidable whether for some recognizable language P⊆
{a; c}∗× b∗, the intersection ( (ac∗)∗ab∗ )∩P∗ is recognizable.
Proof. Assume that such an algorithm exists. Then, we can contradict Corollary 5.6.
Let , b, k, and P be as in Corollary 5.6. We show how to decide whether ( (k
∗)∗
b∗ )∩
P∗ is recognizable. Let h : (∪ k)∗→{a; c}∗ be an injective homomorphism with
h(k)∈(ca∗)∗c and h()⊆ (ac∗)∗a. We extend h to an injective and connected homo-
morphism h : (∪ k)∗× b∗→{a; c}∗× b∗ by setting h( b )= ( b ). Then, ( (k
∗)∗
b∗ )∩P∗
is recognizable iB h(( (k
∗)∗
b∗ )∩P∗) is recognizable. We have
h
((
(k∗)∗
b∗
)
∩ P∗
)
= h
(
(k∗)∗
b∗
)
∩ h(P)∗ =
(
(ac∗)∗a
b∗
)
∩ h(P)∗:
We can decide recognizability of the last set by the assumed algorithm.
5.2. The problem in ∗×∗
In this part, we consider the problem whether R∩P∗ is recognizable for recognizable
languages in trace monoids of the form ∗×∗. Let [; ; %; &] be a PCP-instance with
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Fig. 3. The automaton A.
bipre@x homomorphisms %; & : ∗→∗. Let l be an integer such that for every i∈,
we have |%(i)|¡l and |&(i)|¡l.
In our constructions, below, it will be more convenient to consider monoids ∗×∗.
Note that the monoid ∗×∗ is isomorphic to a trace monoid ∗×∗ where  is
any disjoint copy of .
Similar to the previous part, we construct some automaton step by step. At @rst,
we consider an automaton A which is shown in Fig. 3. Its states are start, loop1,
and err. The states start and err are the initial and accepting state, respectively. The
instructions (edges) of A are:
0. [start; (  ); loop1],
1. [loop1; (
a
a); loop1] for every a∈,
2. [loop1; (
a
b); err] for every a; b∈ with a = b,
3. [err; ( a ); err] and [err; (

a ); err] for every a∈.
Lemma 5.8. Let ( uv )∈(∗×∗). The automaton A accepts ( uv ) i; u  v.
Proof. Assume that u and v are not pre@x consistent, i.e., there are x; u′; v′∈∗ and
a = b∈ such that ( uv )= ( xau
′
xbv′ ). Then, A accepts (
u
v ) by instruction (0), several times
instruction (1) to parse ( xx ), instruction (2) to parse (
a
b), and several times instruction
(3) to parse ( u
′
v′ ).
Conversely, if uv, then A is forced to use instruction (0) and several times in-
struction (1), i.e., it remains in the state loop1.
We de@ne the automaton A′ by adding a state loop2 and some edges to A (see
Fig. 4):
4. [start; (  ); loop2],
5. [loop2; (
%(i)
&(i) ); loop2] for every i∈,
6. [loop2; (
u
v ); err] for u; v∈1;:::; l with ( uv )  ( %(i)&(i) ) for every i∈.
Lemma 5.9. The automaton A′ accepts some trace ( uv )∈(∗×∗) i; one of the
following conditions is true:
(A) u  v,
(B) for every w∈∗ with ( %(w)&(w) )( uv ), we have %(w)❁u and &(w)❁v.
Proof. At @rst, we show that if u and v satisfy (A) or (B), then A accepts ( uv ). If u
and v satisfy condition (A), then A′ accepts ( uv ) as A does (cf. Lemma 5.8).
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Fig. 4. The automaton A′.
Assume that u and v satisfy (B). Let w∈∗ be the longest word such that ( %(w)&(w) )
( uv ). The word w is unique, because % and & are bipre@x homomorphisms.
There are non-empty words u′; v′∈+ such that ( uv )= ( %(w)u
′
&(w)v′ ). Assume there is an
i∈ such that ( %(i)&(i))( u
′
v′). Then, we also have (
%(wi)
&(wi) )( uv ). If u′❁%(i) or v′❁&(i),
then we have u❁%(wi) or v❁&(wi) which contradicts condition (B). Hence, we have
%(i)u′ and &(i)v′. Then, we have ( %(wi)&(wi) )( uv ) which contradicts the choice of the
longest word w. Thus, for every i∈, we have ( %(i)&(i) )  ( u
′
v′ ).
Above, we de@ned an integer l such that |%(i)|¡l and |&(i)|¡l for i∈. We fac-
torize u′ into u1; u2∈∗ such that |u1|= min{|u′|; l}. Accordingly, we factorize v′ into
v1; v2∈∗. We have ( uv )= ( %(w)u1u2&(w)v1v2 ). Because for every i∈, we have (
%(i)
&(i) )  ( u
′
v′ ),
we also have ( %(i)&(i) )  ( u1v1). Consequently, there is some instruction (6) [loop2; (
u1
v1
); err]
in A′.
Now, it is immediate that A′ accepts ( uv )= (
%(w)u1u2
&(w)v1v2
). It uses instruction (4) and |w|
times instruction (5) to parse ( %(w)&(w) ). Then, it uses instruction (6) to parse (
u1
v1
) and
several times instruction (3) parse ( u2v2 ) and to terminate.
Conversely, let u; v∈∗ such that A′ accepts ( uv ). If A′ accepts ( uv ) by run which
uses just the instructions (0) to (3), then u and v are not pre@x consistent. Hence, we
just have to consider the case that A′ accepts ( uv ) by a run (4)(5)
∗(6)(3)∗. Therefore,
we have ( uv )= (
%(z)u1u2
&(z)v1v2
) for some z∈∗, u1; v1∈+, and u2; v2∈∗, and A′ parsed
( %(z)&(z) ), (
u1
v1
), and ( u2v2 ) by instructions (5) (|z| times), instruction (6), and (3), respec-
tively.
We show that u and v satisfy (B). Let w∈∗ with ( %(w)&(w) )( %(z)u1u2&(z)v1v2 ). If |w|6|z|,
then we have wz, because % and & are bipre@x homomorphisms. Then, we have
%(w)%(z)❁%(z)u1u2 = u and &(w)&(z)❁&(z)v1v2 = v, i.e., (B) is veri@ed. So as-
sume that |z|¡|w|. We have z❁w. Choose the i∈ such that ziw. From ( %(w)&(w) )
( %(z)u1u2&(z)v1v2 ),we have (
%(zi)
&(zi) )( %(z)u1u2&(z)v1v2 ). Then, we also have (
%(i)
&(i) )( u1u2v1v2 ) and (
%(i)
&(i) )
 ( u1v1 ). Thus, A′ cannot parse (
u1
v1
) by instruction (6) as we assumed, above. Con-
sequently, there is not any word w∈∗ with ( %(w)&(w) )( uv ) and |z|¡|w|.
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Lemma 5.10. If the PCP instance has no in>nite solution, then there is some integer
n such that A′ accepts every trace ( uv )∈∗×∗ with |u|¿n and |v|¿n.
Proof. If the PCP instance has no in@nite solution, then there are only @nitely many
words w∈∗ such that %(w)&(w) (cf. Lemma 3.7). Let n′ be an integer such that
for every w∈∗ with |w|¿n′, we have %(w)  &(w). Let n= n′l.
Let u; v∈∗ with |u|¿n and |v|¿n. If u  v, then A′ accepts ( uv ) (cf. condition (A)
of Lemma 5.9). Assume uv. We show that u and v satisfy condition (B) in Lemma
5.9. Let w∈∗ such that ( %(w)&(w) )( uv ). If |w|¡n′, then |%(w)|¡n. Because |u|¿n, we
have %(w)❁u. Accordingly, we have &(w)❁v. Assume |w|¿n′. Let w′ be the pre@x
of w with |w′|= n′. Then, we have %(w′)  &(w′). We have ( %(w′)&(w′) )( uv ). We have
|%(w′)|6n and n6|u|, i.e., we have %(w′)u. Accordingly, we obtain &(w′)v. This
contradicts that u and v are pre@x consistent. Consequently, u and v satisfy condition
(B) in Lemma 5.9.
Lemma 5.11. If the PCP instance has a an in>nite solution, then there is an in>nite
sequence of words u1❁u2❁ · · · ∈∗ and for every integers 0¡i¡j there is some
word v such that A′ does not accept ( uiv ), but A
′ accepts ( ujv ).
Proof. Let i1i2 : : : be an in@nite solution. We choose a sequence w1❁w2 : : : ∈∗ of
pre@xes of i1i2 : : : such that for every i¿0, we have |&(wi)|¡|%(wi+1)|, i.e., we have
&(wi)❁%(wi+1). We set for i¿0, ui = %(wi). Then, we have u1❁u2❁ · · · :
Let i be an integer with 0¡i¡j. We show the existence of the desired word v∈∗.
Let z be the longer word of %(wi) and &(wi). We have %(wi)z, &(wi)z, and
z❁%(wj). Let a∈ be a letter such that %(wj)  za. Let v= za.
The trace ( uiv )= (
%(wi)
za ) does not satisfy condition (A) in Lemma 5.9, because %(wi)
z❁za. It does not satisfy (B), because we have ( %(wi)&(wi) )(
%(wi)
za ) but we have not
%(wi)❁%(wi). Hence, A′ does not accept ( uivi )= (
%(wi)
za ). However, it accepts (
uj
vi
)=
( %(wj)za ), because %(wj)  za.
Now, we can de@ne suitable languages: : : : We enrich  by new letters s, l1, l2, and
e which stand for start, loop1, loop2, and err, respectively. We set =∪{s; l1; l2; e},
and examine recognizable languages in ∗×∗. We de@ne
R =
(
(el1l2s)+s
(el1l2s)+s
)
⊆ ∗ × ∗:
We further de@ne @nite languages P0; : : : ;P6⊆∗×∗ which correspond to the in-
structions (0)–(6) of A′. Let P=P0 ∪ · · · ∪P6.
P0 =
{(
el1
el1
)}
;
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P1 =
{(
l2sael1
l2 sael1
)∣∣∣∣∣ a ∈ 
}
;
P2 =
{(
l2sae
l2sbe
)∣∣∣∣∣ a; b ∈ ; a = b
}
;
P3 =
{(
l1l2sae

)∣∣∣∣∣ a ∈ 
}
∪
{(

l1l2sae
)∣∣∣∣∣ a ∈ 
}
;
P4 =
{(
el1l2
el1l2
)}
:
To de@ne P5 and P6, we introduce a mapping . : +→+. For any a∈ and any
w∈+, we de@ne .(a)= a and .(wa)= .(w)el1l2sa. For instance, we have .(abc)= a
el1l2s b el1l2s c.
P5 =
{(
s.(%(i))el1l2
s.(&(i))el1l2
)∣∣∣∣∣ i ∈ 
}
;
P6 =
{(
s.(u)e
s.(v)e
)∣∣∣∣∣ u; v ∈ 1;:::;l with
(
u
v
)
 
(
%(i)
&(i)
)
for every i ∈ 
}
:
There is an obvious correspondence between the traces in R∩P∗ and the runs of A′.
It accepts some trace ( uv )∈(∗×∗) iB ( el1l2s.(u)eel1l2s.(v)e )∈R∩P∗. Hence, we obtain the
following proposition:
Proposition 5.12. The set R∩P∗ is recognizable i; the PCP instance has no in>nite
solution.
Proof. Assume that the PCP instance has no in@nite solution.
By Lemma 5.10, there is some n such that A′ accepts any trace ( uv )∈(∗×∗)
if both |u|¿n and |v|¿n. To show recognizability of R∩P∗, we split R into three
recognizable languages
R1 = R ∩
(
0;:::;5n
∗
)
; R2 = R ∩
(
∗
0;:::;5n
)
; R3 = R ∩
(
5n+1∗
5n+1∗
)
:
By Propositions 4.2 and 4.1, it suTces to show that R3 ∩P∗ is recognizable. We show
recognizability of R3 ∩P∗ by showing R3 ∩P∗=R3, i.e., we show R3⊆P∗. Indeed,
every trace in R3 is of the form ( el1l2s.(u)eel1l2s.(v)e ) for some u; v∈∗ with |u|¿n and |v|¿n.
By Lemma 5.10, A′ accepts ( uv ), and thus, we have (
el1l2s.(u)e
el1l2s.(v)e
)∈P∗. Consequently,
R3⊆P∗.
Conversely, assume that the PCP instance has an in@nite solution, but nevertheless,
R∩P∗ is recognized by some automaton [Q; h; F]. Let u1❁u2 · · · be an in@nite se-
quence as in Lemma 5.11. We choose two integers 0¡i¡j such that h( el1l2s.(ui)e )=
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h( el1l2s.(uj)e ). Then, for every word v∈+, the automaton [Q; h; F] accepts either none
or both of the traces ( el1l2s.(ui)eel1l2s.(v)e ) and (
el1l2s.(uj)e
el1l2s.(v)e
). Hence, for any v∈+, A′ accepts
either both or none of the traces ( uiv ) and (
uj
v ). This contradicts Lemma 5.11.
Proof of Theorem 1.3(2). By Proposition 5.12 and Theorem 3.6, it is undecidable
whether for some @nite language P⊆ (∗×∗) the intersection R∩P∗ is recogniz-
able. By choosing some connected and injective homomorphism from ∗×∗ to C4,
we obtain Theorem 1.3(2).
Remark 5.13. For instance, we can use the homomorphism h : (∗×∗)→ ({a; c}∗
×{b; d}∗) which maps ( e ), ( l1 ), ( l2 ), ( s ), ( a ), ( b ) to ( aa ), ( aca ), ( acc ), ( ca ), ( cca ),
( ccc ), and the traces in × similarly to traces in ( {b; d}∗).
We make some slight modi@cations to prove Theorem 1.3(3). We de@ne the so-called
trash languages
PT =
⋃
x;y∈; xy =∈{el1 ; l1l2 ; l2s; s; e}
∗xy∗; PT =
(
∗
PT
)
∪
(
PT
∗
)
:
Clearly, PT and PT are in@nite recognizable languages in ∗ and ∗×∗, respectively.
We de@ne another language
P′ = P ∪ PT ∪
{(
l1

)
;
(

l1
)
;
(
l1l2

)
;
(

l1l2
)}
:
Now, we can show the following proposition:
Proposition 5.14. The intersection ( e
∗
∗ )∩P′∗ is recognizable i; the PCP instance
has no in>nite solution.
Proof. At @rst, we assume that the PCP instance has an in@nite solution, but ( e
∗
∗ )∩P′∗
is recognized by some automaton [Q; h; F]. There is some in@nite sequence u1❁u2❁ · · ·
by Lemma 5.11. We choose 0¡i¡j such that h( el1l2s.(ui)e )= h(
el1l2s.(uj)e
 ). By Lemma
5.11, there is some word v∈∗ such that A′ accepts ( ujv ), but it does not accept
( uiv ). Because A
′ accepts ( ujv ), we have (
el1l2s.(uj)e
el1l2s.(v)e
)∈(R∩P∗)⊆ (( e∗∗ )∩P′∗). We
have chosen i and j such that h( el1l2s.(ui)e )= h(
el1l2s.(uj)e
 ). Consequently, we have
( el1l2s.(ui)eel1l2s.(v)e )∈((
e∗
∗ )∩P′∗).
We examine some factorization of ( el1l2s.(ui)eel1l2s.(v)e ) into traces from P
′. There are some
integer k and traces t1; : : : ; tk ∈P′ such that t1 : : : tk =( el1l2s.(ui)eel1l2s.(v)e ). Clearly, t1; : : : ; tk =∈PT .
We choose the biggest integer k ′6k such that t1; : : : ; tk′∈P. We have t1; t2∈P, i.e.,
k ′¿2.
Now, we show that we have t1; : : : ; tk′∈(R∩P∗). It suTces to show t1 : : : tk′∈R. If
k ′= k, then we have t1 : : : tk′ = t1 : : : tk =( el1l2s.(ui)eel1l2s.(v)e )∈R. So assume k ′¡k. We exam-
ine t1 : : : tk′ . We have tk′+1∈{( l1 ); ( l1 ); (
l1l2
 ); (

l1l2
)}. Consequently, one of the two last
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letters of t1 : : : tk′ is the letter e, i.e., the @rst or the second component of t1 : : : tk′ ends
with the letter e. By an induction on t1, t1t2, . . . , t1t2 : : : tk′ , we can show that the @rst
and the second component of t1 : : : tk′ end with the same letter. Consequently, both
components of t1 : : : tk′ end with the letter e. Further, t1 : : : tk′ t1 : : : tk =( el1l2s.(ui)eel1l2s.(v)e ).
Thus, t1 : : : tk′∈R.
Consequently, there are u′; v′∈∗ with ( u′v′ )( uiv ) such that we have t1 : : : tk′ =
( el1l2s.(u
′)e
el1l2s.(v′)e
). Because t1 : : : tk′∈(R∩P∗), the automaton A′ accepts the trace ( u
′
v′ ), i.e.,
it can reach the state err by reading ( u
′
v′ ). Because (
u′
v′ )( uv ), the automaton A′ also
accepts ( uiv ). This is a contradiction.
Now, assume that the PCP instance has no in@nite solution. By Lemma 5.10, there
is some n such that A′ accepts any trace ( uv )∈(∗×∗) if both |u|¿n and |v|¿n.
To show recognizability of ( e
∗
∗ )∩P′∗, we split ( e
∗
∗ ) into recognizable languages:
R0 =
(
e∗
∗
)
∩ PT ;
R1 =
(
e∗
∗
)
∩
(
0;:::;5n
∗
)
;
R2 =
(
e∗
∗
)
∩
(
∗
0;:::;5n
)
;
R3 =
((
e∗
∗
)∖
PT
)
∩
(
e∗{e; l1; l2}
e∗{e; l1; l2}
)
;
R4 =
(
e∗
∗
)
\PT\R1\R2\R3:
By Proposition 4.2, we can show recognizability of ( e
∗
∗ )∩P′∗ by showing recogniz-
ability of Ri ∩P′∗ for i∈{0; : : : ; 4}. We have R0⊆PT ⊆P′⊆P′∗, and thus, R0 ∩P′∗
yields R0 which is recognizable. Recognizability of R1 ∩P′∗ and R2 ∩P′∗ follows
from Proposition 4.1.
We show that R4 ∩P′∗= ∅. Let t∈(R4 ∩P′∗). Traces from PT cannot occur in
factorizations of t, otherwise we have t∈PT , i.e., t =∈R4. The second component of t
is non-empty, otherwise t∈R2 and t =∈R4.
Assume that the last letter of @rst or second component of t is some letter from
∪ s. Then, there is some trace from PT in every factorization of t into traces of P′∗.
This implies t∈PT and t =∈R4. Thus, the last letters of both components of t are e, l1,
or l2.
Assume that the @rst letter of the second component of t is the letter e. Then, we have
t∈PT or t∈R3. Either way, t =∈R4. Hence, the @rst letter of the second component of
t is diBerent from e. Hence, any factorization of t into traces from P′ has to start with
several times ( l1 ) or (

l1l2
), and to continue with some trace from P0 or P4. However,
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two or more traces of ( l1 ) or (

l1l2
) at the beginning would imply t∈PT which is a
contradiction. Hence, any factorization of t starts with exactly one of the traces ( l1 )
and ( l1l2 ) followed by some trace from P0 or P4. However, this yields a subword l1e
or l2e in the second component of t and implies t∈PT . Consequently, it is not possible
to factorize t into traces from P′. Thus, t does not exist, i.e., R4 ∩P′∗= ∅.
We show R3 ∩P′∗=R3. Let t∈R3. Both components of t start with the letter e and
end with e, l1, or l2. Further, we have t =∈PT and both components of t are longer than
5n+3 letters. Consequently, we can factorize t as t= t1t2t3, where t1∈R=((el1l2s)
+e
(el1l2s)+e
)
(as above), t1∈{(  ); ( l1 ); ( l1l2 )}, and t2∈{(  ); ( l1 ); (

l1l2
)}. Both components of t1 are
longer than 5n+1. As in the proof of Proposition 5.12, we have t1∈P∗⊆P′∗. Because,
t2; t3∈P′∗, we have t1t2t3 = t∈P′∗.
Hence, Ri ∩P′∗ is recognizable for i∈{0; : : : ; 4}, i.e., ( e
∗
∗ )∩P′∗ is recognizable.
Proof of Theorem 1.3(3). By Proposition 5.14 and Theorem 3.6, it is undecidable
whether for some alphabet  with some letter e∈ and some recognizable language
P′∗, the intersection ( e
∗
∗ )∩P′∗ is recognizable. As in the proof of Theorem 5.7, we
de@ne an injective and connected homomorphism h : ∗×∗→{a; b}∗×{c; d}∗. We
de@ne h such that for every letter x∈ the @rst component of h( x ) starts with an a
iB x= e. Then, Theorem 1.3(3) is immediate.
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